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Key Features
Digitized work-order: Terra-Form’s tight integration 
with GPS enables it to digitize work orders and provide 
guided pathways for optimal completion of activities. 
With support for checklists, and visual guidance, Terra-
Form can transform efficiency.  

Scan Tags:  Workers can scan equipment and product 
tags or bin QR codes to access all relevant information 
and make informed decisions. This reduces the need 
to go back to office for verification of critical data.  

Capture and Share All Field Data: With smart 
capabilities field staff can capture images and video to 
collaborate and access real-time data on equipment. 
Office staff can also see the same data the field 
workers are seeing to enhance collaboration.  

Context Aware Workflow: For every work order or 
other tasks used with Terra-Form, the application’s 
contextual engine guides and supports users with the 
right information based on their location and situation. 

Terrantic GPS: Terra-Form Digital Worker Application

Terrantic has developed the most powerful data 
driven collaboration application for field and floor 
users. Terra-Form enables workers to be more 
productive than ever by making relevant information 
readily available and automating certain key routine 
activities.  

With Terra-Form, work staff such as field foremen, 
technicians, process mechanics, and other workers  
can powerfully transform productivity to a whole 
new level. 

Terra-Form is available on computers and any 
connected device. Terra-Form reduces waste, 
accelerates information exchange, improves 
efficiency, and optimizes day-to-day operations and 
maintenance work. 

Terra-Form

Labor issues are getting even more challenging 
in agriculture and food processing. The new 
overtime laws in many States combined with 

worker shortages are putting businesses under 
significant cost pressures. The best solution is to be 
drive more efficiency into labor productivity.   

But how? 

Labor productivity improvements start with digitizing 
your workflows in the field and in the factory.  Access 
to real-time data will automate activities, enable 
better decisions and will enable you to identify 
inefficiencies.  

Still on the fence? The new traceability laws are 
going to force digitization on the entire industry in 
the coming years. Why not get started today so your 
can leverage these investments to solve your labor 
issues today?
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